Tnis paper prescnts a new expression of the relationship between Integral Pmjections and motion in an image pair. The resulting new multiresdutiun gradient based approach is used to estimite dominant mution in image sequences degraded by random shake. The paper also describes an implementation using thc CPU as a CO-processor for the CPU that allows. for the first time, real time video subilisatiun in sofwore on hruadcast standard definition television images.
INTRODUCTION
The dominant motion in a scene is that motion component that can be ascribed to most of the picture material in an image. Terms like global mution and cameru motion arc used synonymously to mean the same thing, hut they do not quite express the fact that the dominant motion in a scene can he a combination of both Camera behaviour and apparent object behaviour. Dominant motion information has long been recognised as an important fature in many video processing tasks. This motion embodies information about the video event, hence it is a useful feature for content based retrieval [ I ] . Similarly, because of the large picture area that can be ascribed to dominant motion, it can (in general) he estimated more robustly than local motion, and is useful for compression as in MPEG4 [21.
Image instability manifests as a random, unwanted fluctuation in the dominant motion of a scene. Shake is very common in footage from both hand-held camera.. and fixed cameras (despite the image stahilisation technology on most cameras). Instability can he caused by external factors such as wind and unsteadiness in the camera's movement (any instahility is magnified at high zoom). Archived video sequences also suffer from unsteadiness introduced during filming or during the digitization of film. As most common compmsion systems utilise the similarity between consecutive frames, random dominant motion has a largc effect on the compressibility of video data since more bandwidth is consumed unnecessarily representing motion locally. Removal of this fluctuation therefore has wide application in a number of different areas. There are two issues in video stahilisation. Firstly, the dominant motion must he estimated. The unwanted component of this dominant motion must then he extracted and removed, while preserving intentional motion such as pan. To achieve this, it is assumed that the two components of motion have different statistics.
There are many possibilities for estimating dominant motion [2,31. Direct matching techniques like Block Matching are simple to implcment hut computationally expensive. Recently, the method of Integral Projections [4,51 has been proposed which can reduce substantially the computational load. This employs matching of ID projections of the image in horizontal and vertical directions. The underlying assumption is that the effect of dominant motion on the interframe pixel difference outweighs the effect of local motion. Provided this holds, there is less of a need for rejecting outliers in the estimation process as in [2, 31. In this paper, a novel perspective on Integral Projections is presented starting from optical flow. This yields a new gradient based approach which allows the development of a real time software module for video stabilisation at CCIR 601 resolution and 25 or 30 fps. The implementation exploits the CPU as a coprocessor for the CPU and is real time even on a lGHz Pentium laptop.
ESTIMATING DOMINANT MOTION
There are two main categories of method for estimating dominant motion: feature based and image based. Feature based methods, typically employed in computer vision, attempt to locate and match important features, e.g. comers in image pairs, and hence extract the fundamental matrix [6] . Image based methods rely on direct transformation of the image grid and minimise some image difference criterion. The technique discussed here is an image based method. Dominant motion is estimated based on a single large N x N block centered on each frame. A value of N = 512 pixels is used for 720 x 576 footage. All methods described use one dimensional, Integral Projections of this block to estimate glohal motion. The use of Integrnl Projections was quantitatively justified in [7] by using the properties of the Radon Transform. In this paper, we present for the first time an alternate perspective using optical flow which brings new insights. Integral projections p,L,71 and pb,% are calculated:
where I , , ( h , k ) is the intensity of the pixel ( h , k ) . Using integral projections reduces estimation from a 2D problem to a ID problem. This gives a very substantial reduction in computational complexity.
To relate the use of these projections to motion estimntion, the analysis begins by expressing the image sequence model as:
where x is the vector containing column and row co-ordinates of(h,k), I,,(x) is the intensity of pixel x of frame n, d is the image displacement and E ( X ) -N(0, ~2 ) .
Consider calculating an update, U to an initial estimate do:
Using the Taylor Series Expansion to linearise the left hand side about x + do:
Writing the V operator in full:
Z,(h,k) =uhGi,(h,k)+l~kGl;(h,k) +~( h , k )
The crucial next stage is to recognise that assuming the motion is the same for a large image area, summing in a particular direction can allow useful approximations. To simplify matters assume E,, ~( h , k) = 0 although it is possible to proceed without this assumption. Summing with respect to h:
A similar expression exists for summing in the vertical direction. If it were possible to ignore one of the two terms 
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The table shows that term (iii) is much more significant than term (ii) in general. This makes sense since summing with respect to h followed by calculating the gradient also with respect to h is tantamount to applying a low-pass filter followed by a high-pass filter. We would expect this to produce a low-energy output. We can therefore assume pan ( i i ) =O. Interestingly, now UI; can be calculated using integral projections as: Hence the connection between Integral projections and motion estimation. Multiresolution: The Taylor Series Expansion holds only for small values of dominant motion. This problem can be circumvented by using multiresolution techniques. Coarse to fine refinement of motion estimates on a pyramid of images is one mechanism for dealing with large displacement in the gradient estimation context. Here a 4 level pyramid is employed with a maximum of IO iterations at each level. The method is called Multi-Res in subsequent sections. A further computational savings is had by noting that the p y nmid can be generated in the IDpmjection space rather than in the 2D image space. Thus the pyramid is built by downsampling ID projections rather than projecting downsampled images. The savings is on the order of N 2 / 3 multiply adds.
Because the manipulation of integral projections requires so little computation, it is possible to propose another, hybrid technique. Direct matching on the projections using cross correlation is performed, at the integer pixel resolution. The resulting estimate of motion is then used to initialise the gradient based estimator above. This method allows the gradient based method to concentrate on the relatively small motion adjustments required after the gross direct matching is achieved.
REAL TIME IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPUTATION
The video fnnie-rate must be maintained for a real-time implemenvation. To achieve real-time implementation at this PAL frame rate (25 fpsj, each frame must he processed in less than 40ms. The table below compares the computational complexity of block matching with that of each of the methods used in this paper. The first column gives the numhcr of operations required based on a single N x N size block, with a range of (+/ -cu) (where i is the number of iterations and t is the number of taps used in the low pass filter used by the multi resolution method). This does not include the number of computations required to calculate the projections (2N2 j. 
SEPARATING UNWANTED COMPONENTS OF MOTION
The task is now to smooth the unwanted variations in motion between conbccutivc frames. Global motion can be caused by: ( I ) intentional effects like a pan, and (2) the unsteadiness of the camera which is unintentional. The first effect is generally low frquency and exhibits slow temporal variations, whereas the secondary effect is temporally impulsive. It is possible to extract the first signal by means 1 0.ooo60 of a low p w filter [SI. The compensating motion can be found by simple difference of the output of this filter and the measured motion.
As the shake in hand-held cameras is not extreme and only past estimations are available in a real time system, a simple IIR low pass filter is sufficient where 
IMAGE COMPENSATION AND THE GPU
To crcate the final images for output, each image must be shifted to compensate for the unwanted motion component estimated in previous sections. In order to accurately represent the global mdtion of a frame, a sub-pixel accurate motion vector is typically required. Interpolation of the image signal is required to motion compensate a frame with a fractional motion vector. Typically bilinear interpolation is suflicicnt. However this interpolation is computationally very demanding and can be a bottleneck in a real-time shake reduction scheme. Modem graphics hardware contain very efficient interpolation units which are used in the texture mapping stage of the graphics pipeline. The graphics hardware can compensate each frame with bilinear interplation accuracy. This can he done much faster than real-time with the motion compensated sequence displayed on screen. Each motion compensated frame can also be retrieved from the graphics hardware and saved to file if necessaly. Because the graphics hardware can work in parallel with the CPU, using it for motion compensation also frees up valuable CPU cycles for other processes. We do not present here the details of the CPU code needed to achieve this, It is sufficient to note that the interpolation unit on the CPU is used as palt of the pipeline for video stabilisation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two PAL test sequences were used to test the performance of the Image Stabilisation application. The first is a IO second cycling sequence with no camera motion and some small local motion. The second is a 10 second sequence with smooth horizontal pan and no local motion. Artificial instability was added to both sequences using Matlab by shifting each frame by a random motion vector (created using a normally distributed Gaussian number generator with variance 49 and mean zero)using hi-linear interpolation. The implementation was tested on a Dell Precision 2.6GHz P4 with 1 GB ram. Video sequences are available forvicwingat www.mee. tcd. ie/-sigmedia. 
